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THE DUALITY BETWEEN FRAMES AND ORDERED
TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

T. H. CHOE* AND S. S. HONG**

O. Introduction

Since Priestley has established the duality between the category of
distributive lattices and the category of compact O-dimensional ordered
spaces, ordered topological spaces are also known to play an important
role to establish dualities.

Usually, to get dualities between topological structures and algebraic
structures, one considers some algebraic structures on the set of conti
nuous maps on a topological space into a chosen character space. As Prie
stley has done, one considers some algebraic structures on the set of
continuous isotones on an ordered topological space into a character
space. In this direction, we refer to [1, 2, 6, 7, 8J.

Recently, the frame (=locale=complete Heyting algebra) is known
to be very appropriate for the study of pointless topology. Using two
point chain as a character object, one establishes the duality between
the category of spatial frames and the category of sober spaces. For
this duality and some more interesting development in the theory of
frames, we refer to [4J.

The purpose to write this paper is that using frames, we establish a
duality between the category of spatial frames and that of ordered sober
spaces.

For the terminology of ordered topological spaces, we refer to [5J
and for that of category thoery, to [2].

1. Preliminaries

A frame A is a complete lattice such that for any subset S of A and
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x E A, the infinite distributive law x 1\ (VS) = V {xI\s IsE S} holds in
A. For any topological space x, the lattice 0 (X) of all open sets on
X .is clearly a frame. Since for a continuous map f : X~Y,f-1 :
o (Y)~O (X) preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets, frame homo
morphisms are defined to be those maps between frames preserving arbi
trary joins and finite meets. The category of frames and frame homo
morphisms will be denoted by Frm and its opposite category Frmop
by Loc.

The category of To-spaces and continuous maps will be denoted by
Topo' For any XETopo. let D(X) denote the set of all continuous
maps on X to the Sierpinski space K = {O, I} with the non-trivial open'
set {I}. Then Q(X) is a suhframe of the power frame KX. In fact,
Q(X) is isomorphic with O(X) in Frm. Furthennore, for any fin Topcn
Q(f) : Q(Y)~Q(X) (Q(f) (u) =uof) is a frame homomorphism. Hence
Q : Topo~Loc is a functor. For any AELoc, let hom (A) denote the space
of all homomorphisms on A to the frame {O, I} endowed with topology
{Px-l(l) = {hEhom(A) Ih(x) =1} IXEA}. For a morphism f: A~B in
Loe, hom(f): hom(A)~hom(B)(hom (f) (h) =nof) is continuous.
Thus hom : Loc~Topo is a functor. Moreover it is known [4J that D
is a left adjoint of hom, that for any XETopo. the front adjunction
of X is a homeomorphism iff X is sober, and that for any AELoc,
the back adjunction of A is an isomorphism iff A is a spatial locale.
Hence one has the duality between the category of sober spaces and the
category of spatial frames. For the detail, see [4J.

2. Adjoint situations

The following definition is due to Ward Jr. [9J. (See also [5J).

2. 1 DEFINITION. 1) A triple (X,:s:, (6) is said to be an ordered topolo
gical space if (X, :s:) is a poset and (X, (6) is a topological space.

2) An ordered topological space (X, :S:, (6) is said to be upper conti
nuous if for x ~ y in X, there is an upper open set V with x E V and
y$V.

3) A map f: (X, S;:, (6)~(Y, :S:',16') between ordered topological
spaces is said to be a continuous isotone if f: eX, :s:)~ (Y, :S:') is an
isotone and f: (X, (0)~ (Y, 70') is continuous.

2. 2 REMARK. 1) Every upper continuous ordered topological space is
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a To-space.
2) An ordered topological space (X, S, 70) is upper continuous iff for

any xEX, t x= {yEXlysx} is closed.

NOTATION. 1) The category of all upper continuous ordered topological
spaces and continuous isotones will be denoted by UOTop.

2) For any (X, S, 70) EUOPOP, i 70 denotes the set of all upper open
sets, i. e., i 70= {VEwl V= i V}.

It is immediate that for any (X, S, 70) EUOTop, i 70 is a To-topology
on X and that for any f: (X, S, w)~(Y, s', 76') in UOTop,
f: (X, i 76)~ (Y, i 70') is again continuous. Thus one has a functor
U: UOTop~Topo, where U«X, s, (6» = (X, i (6) «X, s, 70) EUO
Top)and U(f) 1 (JEUOTop).

2.3. DEFINITION. For (X, 70) ETopo> we define a relation Ss on X
as follows: x s sY iff x E {y}. Then S s is said to be the~~pecialization

order of (X, 76).

2.4 REMARK. Let {X,w} be a To-space, then one has,
1) Ss is a partial order, and xSs y iff the neighborhood filter 9t(x)

of x is contained in the neighborhood filter fJt (y) of y.
2) Every open set V in (X,76) is an upper set in (X, ss) and for

any xEX, {x} = t x in (X, ss).

It is obvious that for any f: (X, (6)~ (Y, 76') in Top 0'

f: (X, ss)~(Y, ss) is an isotone.
Furthermore, for any (X. (6) ETopo, (X, ss, (6) belongs to UOTop.

Indeed, suppose x 5: sY, then x ~ {y} ; hence there is an open neighborhood
V of x with y~ V. Since V is open, V is an upper set.

Hence one has a functor ~: ToPo~UOTop, where ~ «X, 76» =
(X, Ss> 76) «X, 76) E Top 0) and ~ (J) =1 (JETopo).

Using U and~, we have an adjoint situation between Topo and
UOTop.

2.5 THEOREM. The functor U: UOTop~Topo is a left adjoint of the

functor ~.

Proof. For any. (X, S, 70) EUOTop, let
1j: (X, s, (6)~~ U «X, s, (6) ) be the identity map. Then -1j is

clearly continuous, for i w~76. Suppose xsy on (X, s) and VE i 70
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is an open neighborhood of x, then yE i V= V and hence xs;.sy on
(X, i '(0). Thus 1} is a continuous isotone. Take any f: (X, s;., '(0)~
L:((Y,16'» in UOTop. For any WE'(O',j-l(W)E16, for f: (X,
::::;, '(O)~(Y, s;.S'J '(0') is a continuous isotone. For xEf-l(W) and xs;.y,
one has f(x) s;.sf(Y) and f(x) E W, so that fey) E w, i. e. , yE
f-l(W). Hencef-l(W) = i f-l(W) E i '(0. In all, f: U((X, s;., '(O»~
(Y, '(0') is a continuous map and 2: (f) 01} f.
This completes the proof.

Let K denote the two point chain to, I} endowed with the topology
with the only non-trivial open set {I}. Then it is clear that K is a
topological frame, i. e., every join and finite meet are both continuous.
For any X E UOTop, let C (X) = U If: X~K is a continuous isotone},
then C (X) is a subframe of the power KX of the two point frame K,
because C (X) is closed under arbitrary joins and finite meets in KX.
We note also that C (X) is isomorphic with the open set lattice
Q(U(X» = i 16, where X= (X, ::::;, '(0). For any f: X~Y in UOTop,
C(f) : C(Y)~C(X) defined by C(f) (u) =uof, is clearly a frame
homomorphism. Hence one has a functor C : UOTo~Loc described
by the above.

For any AELoc, let Hom (A) = {f If: A~K is a frame homomor
phism} endowed with the subspace topology of the product space K_4 and
the suborder of KA, i. e., fs;.g iff for all xEA,j(x) ::::;g(x). It is
known [4J that {Px-l(I) = {fEHom(A) If(x)=I} IXEA} is the topo
logy on Hom(A). If fj;,g in Hom(A), then f(x) j;,g(x) for some xE

A. So f(x) =1 and g(x) =0. Hence fEpx-l(I) = i Px-l(I) and gE!i;

Px- l (1). Thus Hom (A) belongs to UOTop. For any f : A~B in Loe, let
Hom(f) : Hom(A)~Hom(B) be the map defined by Hom (f) (u) =uof.

We note that Hom(A)~Hom(B)~KB~K=Hom(A)~KA
Pf(z) ,K for all xEB, where~ denotes the inclusion map and Px the
projection. Thus Hom (f) : Hom (A) ~Hom(B) is a continuous isotone,
for (Hom (B)~KB~K)XEB is an initial source in UOTop.

Hence one has a functor Hom : Loc~UOTop.

2.6 THEOREM One has Ham=L:0hom, C=QoU, ham=UoHom and
Q=CoL:.
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~

TOP~: cj~::OP

Loc

Proof. Since ~ (I) =f and U(g) =g, it is enough to show that the
identities hold for objects.

For any AELoc, the topology of ~ (hom (A» is that of hom(A),
which is also the topology of Hom (A) . Suppose f::;; g in Hom (A) and
fEpx- 1(1) = {hEhom(A) Ih(x) =1}, then 1 f(x) ::;;g(x); hence gE
Px-1(1). Thus f::;;g in ~ (hom(A». Conversely, if f::;;g in
~ (hom (A» and f(x) =1, then fEpx- 1(1), so that gEpx-1(1), i. e.,
g(x) =1. Hence f::;;g in Hom (A). In all, I: (hom(A» = Hom (A).

For XEUOTop, a map f: X-tK is a continuous isotone iff f-1(1)
is an upper open set in X. Thus fEC(X) iff f: U(X)-tK is contin
uous i.e., fEQ(U(X». Hence C(X)=Q(U(X». We note that for
any AELoc, the underlying set (topology) of Hom (A) is the underlying
set (topology, respectively) of hom (A) . Moreover, every open set
Px-1(1) in Hom(A) is an upper set and hence the topologies of U(Hom
and Hom (A) .are the same. Thus one can conclude that U (Hom (A) ) =
(A» hom (A) for all AELoc. Finally, for XETopo, a map f: X-tK
is continuous iff f : I: (X) -tK is a continuous isotone. Hence one has
.Q (X) =C (I: (X». This completes the proof.

As already mentioned, .Q: TOPo-tLoc is a left adjoint of hom:
Loc-tTopo and U: TOPo-tUOTop a left adjoint of I: : UOTop-tTopo.
Thus using the above theorem, one has immediately the following:

2.7 THEOREM. The fum;tor C: UOTop-tLoc is a left adjoint of
Hom: Loc-tUOTop.

2.8 REMARK. 1) For the adjunction C-jHom : Loc-tUOTop, the front
adjunction is given by 1Jx: X-tHom(C(X» (1Jx(x) (I) =f(x), xEX,
jEC(X» for XEUOTop and the back adjunction by
SA: A-tC(Hom(A» (SA (a) (h) =h(a), aEA, hEHom(A» for AELoc,
because the front and back adjunctions for U-jI: are given by identity
maps. (See 27.8 in [2J).
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2) Using the above (7Jx) XEUOTop and (SA) AELoe, one can also directly
prove the above Theorem 2. 7.

3. Duality

It is well known that for any adjoint situation (71, s) : F-\G : A-B,
it induces an equivalence between the subcategory Fix 71 of B determined
by all those objects B whose TJB is an isomorphism and the subcategory
Fix S of A determined by all those objets A whose SA is an isomorphi
sm. In this section, we characterize Fix 1J and Fix S for the adjoint
sitation (71, s) : C-\Hom : Loc-UOTop so that we get the corresponding
equivalence.

3. 1 Proposition. For AELoc, SA is an isomorphism iff A is a spatial
locale.

Proof. Since C (Hom (A» =Q (U (Hom (A») =Q (hom (A»,
SA : A-C(Hom(A» is precisely the back adjunction A-Q (hom (A» for
Q-\ hom: Loc-Topo. It is known [4J that the back adjunction
A-Q (hom(A» is] an _isomorphism iff A is a spatial locale. This
completes the proof.

3.2 LEMMA. For any XEUOTop, C(X) is an initial mono-source in
the category pOSet of posets and isotones. In other words, x::;;'y in X
iff for any fEC(X),j(x) ::;;'f(y).

Proof. If x::;;'y in X, then clearly f(x) '::;;'f(y). Suppose x~y in X,
then there is an upper open set V in X with x E V but y 6,: V. Thus
the characteristic map Xy of V belongs to C(X) and Xy(x)::;;'Xy(y).

3. 3 REMARK. In general, 1Jx need not be an embedding. Indeed, let
X be the real line endowed with the usual topology and the usual order,
then C(X) is not an initial source in the category Top of topological
spaces and continuous maps, for the initial topology on the real line R
with respect to C(X) is {(x, -) IxER} U {q>, R}. Hence 1Jx is not initial
in the category Top.

3. 4 DEFINITION. An object X of UOTop is said to be an upper space
if C (X) is an initial source in UOTop, equivalently X is isomorphic
with a subspace of a power of K in UOTop.

3.5 PROPOSITION. For (X, .::;;., (6) EUOTop, the following are equivalent:
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1) X is an upper space.
2) Every open set of X is an upper set, i. e., (X, '(6) = U((X, S, '(6».
3) For any xEX, {x} = 1x, i. e., (X, S, '(6) = ~ ((X, '(6».

Proof. 1) ¢2). Since X is an upper space, C (X) is an initial SQurce.
Hence the topology '(6 on X is the initial topology with respect to C (X),
which is generated by U-l(l) IfEC(X)}. In fact, U-l(l) IfEC(X)}
= i'(6 is itself a topology on X, Thus '(6= i '(6.

2) ¢3). Since XEUOTop, for any xEX 1x is closed in X. Hence
the implication is immediate from Proposition 1. 8 in [4J, for c/>(X, s)
~'(6~T(X, S).

3)¢1). Take any YEUOTop and f: Y~X such that for all uE
C (X), uof is a continuous isotone. By Lemma 3. 2, f is an isotone.
Take any open set V on X, then by the assumption, V is an upper
set; hence XyEC(X). Since XyOf is continuous, (Xyof)-l(l) f-I(V)

is again open in Y. Thus f is continuous. Henc C (X) is an initial
source in UOTop, i. e., X is an upper space.

We observe that for any X E UOTop, the source C (X) is factorized

through 1Jx via XLK=X~HomC(X)_KC(X)~K. Hence 1Jx is
an isomorphism iff C (X) is an initial mono-source and 1Jx is onto. In
other words, 1Jx is an isomorphism iff X is an upper space and 1Jx is
onto.

3. 6 DEFINITION. An upper continuous ordered topological space X is
said to be ordered-sober if for any irreducible closed subset A of X,
there is an xoEA with A= 1xc.

Suppose the order on X E UOTop is discrete, then X is ordered-sober
iff X is a T I sober space, because the topology on X is a T1-topology.

Now using ordered-sober spaces, we characterize Fix 1J.

3.7 THEOREM. For XEUOTop, 1Jx:X~HomC(X) is an isomorphism iff
X is an ordered-sober space.

Proof. Suppose 1Jx is an isomorphism, then by the previous remark,
X is an upper space. Take any irreducible closed subset A on X, then
CA is an upper open set, so that XCDEC(X), where CA denotes the
complement of A. We define h : C(X)~K as follows:

h(u) =0 iff USXCA. Since XCA is a prime element of C(X), h is a
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frame homomorphism. Since 7Jx is onto, there is an xoEX with h=
7Jx(x o)' Thus one has, h(u) =7Jx(x o) (u) =u(xo) =0 (uEC(X» iff u50XCA
iff A~U-l (0). Since h (Xc 1 tEo) =7Jx (x 0) (Xc lXO) =Xc 1 xo (x 0) =0, A~

XCI tEO-1(0) = l X O' Moreover, XCA(x o) =7Jx(xJ (Xc~=h(XCA) =0; there
fore xoEA. Thus one has l xo~A. In all, A= l x O'

Conversely suppose X is an ordered-sober space. For any xEX, {x}

is an irreducible closed subset, so that there is an aEX with {;j = l a.

Since l x is closed, xE l a= {:Xl ~ l x, so that a=x. Hence {X} = l x;
therefore X is an upper space. It remains to show that 7Jx is onto. Take
any hEHom(C(X». Let Uk=V {uEC(X) Ih(u) =O}, then h(u) =0 iff
U5oUk' Let A=Uk-1(0), then A is a non-empty closed subset of X, for
Uk can not be the constant map 1 with the value 1. Furthermore A is
irreducible. Indeed, suppose A=FUG for some closed F, G in X. Since
X is an upper space, CF .and CG are both upper open sets; hence
XCF, XCGEC(X) and Uk=XCF!\XCG' Thus O=h(u~=h(XCF!\XCG) =h(XCF)
!\h (XCG), which implies that either Xu 50 Uk or XCG 50 Uk. Hence one has
A=F or A=G. By the assumption, there is an xoEX with A= l X O'
For any uEC(X), 7Jx(x o) (u) =0 iff u(x o) =0 iff A= l xo~u-l(O) iff
U50Uk iff h(u) =0. Thus 7Jx(xJ =h. This completes the proof.

3.8 PROPOSITION. For any AELoc, Hom(A) is ordered-sober and for
any X E UOTop, C(X) is a spatial locale.

Proof. We note that for any AELoc, cA: A~C(Hom(A» is an
onto map and hence Hom(eA) is 1-1. Hence for any AELoc, the
adjunction equation Hom (e~ °7JHomCA) = IHomCA) implies that 7JHomCA) is an
isomorphism. Furthermore, for any XEUOTop, C(X) =D(U(X» and
hence it is spatial (See 1. 5 in [4J). Directly using C (7Jx) oeem = lcm,
one can also conclude that C(X) is a spatial locale.

Collecting above theorems and propositions, one can conclude the
following:

3. 9 THEOREM. The adjoint situation C-jHom : Loc~UOTop induces the

eqivalence between the category SLoe of spatial locales and the category
OSob of ordered-sober spaces. Furthermore, Hom (Loc) =OSob and

C(UOTop) =SLoc, and OSob and the category Sob of sober spaces and
continuous maps are equivalent.
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